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The set of functions of Pk2 (mapping the set {O, I, . . ..k- I}” into (0, I), n= 1,2, . ..) is divided 
into equivalence classes so that two functions are in the same class if their membership in the 
maximal subclones of Pkz coincides. This also leads to a natural classification of the set of bases 
(i.e. irredundant complete subsets) of Pkz. We determine all nonempty classes of functions of 
Pkz and show that their number is 13B(k) - 1 I B(k - l), where B(k) is the number of equivalence 
relations on the set of k elements (Bell’s number). The maximal number of elements in a base 
of Pkz is proved to be k + 2. Computational results for the numbers of classes of bases are also 
presented for k = 3 and k = 4. 
Post initiated the study of composition (superposition) in the set Pz of Boolean 
functions. He also determined all maximal clones of Pz [22]. Jablonskii continued 
this investigation for the set Pk of all functions on &= (41, . . . . k- l} and deter- 
mined all maximal clones for k = 3 [ 1 I]. The main problem was the determination 
of the maximal clones. Rosenberg described all maximal clones of Pk using rela- 
tions which are also important for other problems 123,241. Recently a complete list 
of maximal subclones of all maximal clones of P3 was given [5,6,14,18]. The 
algebra Pk2 of all functions whose domain is a Cartesian power of Ek and whose 
range is E2 was considered in [l-4,8,13,15,27]. Every n-ary function of Pk2 may be 
interpreted as an n-ary predicate, or, equivalently, f-‘(l) is an n-ary relation on 
Ek. We mention some applications. Functions of P3,2 permit the description of a 
decision (the values 0,l) with abstention from voting (the value 2). Special functions 
of P3,2 are of interest in the theory of noncorrect algorithms [4,33]. In [T] it is 
mentioned that functions of Pk2 may be used to describe logical and arithmetical 
branchings in programs where the arithmetical constants are arguments and the two 
logical constants form the range. In [27] a minimum sum-of-products expression for 
the functions of Pk2 is used to get a minimum PLA (programmable logic array) 
with decoders (actually, k=4 for PLA with two-bit decoders). 
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Completeness i one of the basic topics in this field and in addition to its mathe- 
matical importance has applications in logical circuit design. We say that FcH 
generates H if H is the least closed set (see the description in Section 2 below) con- 
taining F. Next, H is finitely gerrerated if it is generated by a finite set. It is known 
that H is finitely generated if and only if every proper closed subset of H extends 
to an H-maximal set (i.e. the lattice of closed subsets of H, ordered by C, is co- 
atomic or dually atomic). A finitely generated closed set H has a finite number of 
H-maximal sets. It is easy to see that for a finitely generated H, a subset F of H 
is complete in (i.e. generates) H if and only if it is contained in no maximal subset 
of H. 
The knowledge of the full list of H-maximal sets provides a fairly general com- 
pleteness criterion in the sense that it stipulates no property of F and is verifiable 
on the level of F (i.e. no additional construction are necessary). Although the list 
of H-maximal sets may be long, for concrete H (a finitely generated) this often pro- 
vides an efficient method for the determination of all its bases. We can partition 
H into equivalence classes of an equivalence = so that functions f and g are in the 
same equivalence class if for each H-maximal closed set A4 either both f and g 
belong to M or both f and g not belong to M. Clearly we can discuss completeness 
in terms of these classes instead of individual functions. More precisely, if a set F 
is complete in Hand f E F, g=f, then (F\ (f })U {g} is complete, i.e. replacing the 
function f in the set by any function g in its equivalence class we get another com- 
plete set. The next step is to enumerate bases using this classification. 
Classes of functions and classes of bases of & were investigated in [9, IO, 121 and 
of f3 in [19,20,28]. The paper [21] gives the classification results for all maximal 
clones of P3 and lists references. In this paper we determine classes of functions for 
the set Pkz. The maximal number of elements in a base of Pkz is also determined 
to be k+2. 
2. Definitions and notations 
Let k be a fixed positive integer. Put Ek = { 0, 1, . . . , k - l}. The set of k-valued 
logical functions, (i.e. of functions {f: Et + Ek: n = 1,2, ...}) is denoted by Pk. A 
subset F of Pk is closed if it contains all compositions (superpositions) of its 
members (cf. [ 11,251). Fo? closed sets F and H such that FC H (proper inclusion), 
F is an H-maximal set if FC CC H for no closed set G. A subset F of H is complete 
in H (or F generates H) if H is the least closed set containing F. In the sequel H 
is always finitely generated. A subset of functions of H is complete in H if and only 
if it is contained in no H-maximal set (completeness condition) (cf. [ll]). 
A complete set Fin H is called a base of H if no proper subset of F is complete 
in H. A set of functions {f,,...,f,) is called pivotal or pivot set in H, if for each 
i, 15 izzr, there exists an -Y-maximal set Hj (called a pivot of fi in H) not contain- 
ing jj while all the other functions fl (l= 1 , . . . , r, ILf i) are elements of fli (pivot 
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condition, i.e. Hj is a pivot of J is equivalent o f/e Hj 9 I# i). From these defini- 
tions it follows that a complete pivotal set is a base. The rank of a base (pivotal set) 
is the number of its elements. 
Let HI, . . . . H,,, be the H-maximal sets. For f, g E H put f c g if for all j = 1, . . . , m 
either f,g E Hj or f,g@ Hj. The relation is an equivalence relation on H. Now we 
can discuss the completeness inH in terms of these classes of = instead of individual 
functions; if a set is complete, then if we replace a function f in the set by any func- 
tion in the equivalence class containing f we obtain another complete set. 
The characteristic vector xf off E H is (cl, . . . , c,,,), where Ci = 0 if f e Hi and Ci = 1 
otherwise (1 lilm). Clearly x1=x, amounts to f=g. Completeness and pivot 
conditions can be represented by characteristic vectors. For two O-l vectors 
a=(a*,..., a,) and b=(b,,...,b,), put 
avb:=(max(a,,b,),..., max(a,,,,b,,,)) and e=(l)..., 1). 
Now {f,, . . . , f,} c H is complete if 
xfvxfp~ vxfi=e 
and the set {fi, . . . . f,} is a base of H if and only if (1) holds while 
(1) 
XflV ... vxf,_,Vxfrclv... vxfi+e for each i, 1 silr. 
We can extend E to subsets of H by setting (fi, . . . ,f,} = {g,, . . . ,g,} if {XJ, . . . ,x1,} = 
{X&9 *** 9 x,} is satisfied. If we have the complete list of characteristic vectors the 
enumeration of bases up to E is basically the following problem. Put 
Ai={lIjlfZ:Cj=l} 
wherexJ=(cr ,..., c,J(i=l,..., r). Find all irredundant covers of { 1, . . . , m} among 
the subsets of (Al, . . . , A,}. This may be done by a computer program for small m 
and r. 
For the description of closed sets containing all projections (i.e. functions e/ 
defined by setting eF(x,, . . . ,x,) :=xi for all xt, . . . ,x, E &, 1 s is n) called clones, 
we need the following essential concept of “functions preserving a relation” 
[cf. 251. 
Let hr 1. An h-ary relation e on Ek is a subset of Et (i.e. a set of h-tuples over 
Ek) whose elements are written as columns. Given h row n-vectors 
Ui=(Ui~qaes,Ui,~) (i=l,...,h) 
we write (a,, . . . , ah IT E 0” to indicate that (a lj,...,U,,j)TE@ for allj= l,...,#Z, where 
T denotes the transpose (this means that the h x n matrix with rows al, . . . ,ah has all 
columns in e). We say that an t?-ary f E Pk preserves Q if 
df(a,) ,..., f(ah))TEe whenever (a, ,..., alI)T~~“. 
The set of functions preserving e is denoted by Pole. 
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It is known that each Pol Q is a clone and conversely to each clone H there are 
relations el,e2, . . . such that 
In particular, if H is a clone, then all H-maximal sets are of the form Pal Q for some 
relation e [26]. 
Theorem 2.1 [22]. Pz has exactly the following five P2-maximal sets: 
7;, = Pal(O), Tt = Pol( I), S=Pol 
L=Pol({(a,b,c,d)‘rEE,“Ia+b=c+d(mod2))), M=Pol 
(” 1 “> 0 1’ 
Here 7;: consists of Boolean f*mctions f such that f(i, . . . , i) = i (i = 0, 1), S is the 
set of selfdual Boolean functions (satisfying f(_?,, . . . ,&,) =f(x,, . . . ,x,,)), L is the 
set of linear Boolean functions and M is the set of monotone (or isotone) Boolean 
functions. 
The I5 nonempty classes of functions of P2 are shown in appendix A. We remark 
that the classes 10100, 01100 and 00000 consist only of functions {constant 0 func- 
tions}, (constnnt 1 functions) and {Xi (functions depending on one variable)}, 
respectively. We also remark that the set of classes {01100,10100,00110,00001) is 
a class of basis with a maximum rank 4; for example, a base {O,l,xy,x+y+z} 
belongs to this class of bases. 
In this paper H is the set Pk2 of all f: Ef --+ Ez (n = 1,2, . ..). It is clear that Pk2 is 
closed. Let pr : PAZ -+ P2 be defined by setting pr(f) := g where g(u) =f(a) for all 
a E ET (the restriction of f to Ez). 
We denote the intersection of sets X,, . . ..A’., by XI -e-X,,. For XC Pk2 put 
8=PkZ\Xand forxEEkrxj=(x , . . ..x) (j times). For XC Pz, the inverse image of 
X is 
For i,tEEk, put 
2, = Pkz POI 
0 1 i ( > 0 1 t’ 
Note that Zi, = Z,i. 
Theorem 2.2. [ 1,13-l 51. The set Pk2 has the following 5 + +(k - 2)(k + I) maximal 
sets: 
Td,T[,S’,L’,M’,Zi, (Olt<ick, I<i). 
3. Classification of Pkz 
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We denote the characteristic vector of a function f of Pkz by 
(CI,C2,CJ,C4,C5,COZ,~*.,CO(k-l), It,...,Cl(k_l),~..,C(k_2)(k_,)) C 
with respect o the above order of the &,maximal sets in Theorem 2.2. Note that 
the values of cl,c2,c3,c4,cs coincide with the corresponding characteristic vector 
for prdf) E P2. For each n-ary f e Pk2 define a relation QJ on the set Ek by setting 
(4 0 E QJ if f(a) =f(b) whenever 
Clearly the binary relation Qr on E,+ is reflexive and symmetric. Now we prove 
several emmas needed for the description of the equivalence classes (~a) on Pk2. 
Lemma 3.1. Let f E Pk2. Then f E Zi, if and only if (i, t) E Q,. 
Proof. (a) Let 
As 
f E zj, = Pk2 PO1 (i : :> and (:)E(: : :r. 
However f(a) #i as f E Pk2 and il: 2, hence we have f(a) =f(b). Therefore 
(i,f)EQJ. 
(e) Let feZi,. It follows that there are vectors a and b such that 
This implies f (a) +f (b), because f(a) and f(b) take only values 0 or 1. Hence we con- 
clude (i, t) $ Qs. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let f e Pk2. Then (0,l) E Q~if and only if the function pr(f) is constant. 
Proof. (t) Let pr(f) be constant and let 
(X : 7 
Then f(a) =f(b). Therefore (0,l) E QJ. 
(3) Suppose pr(f) not constant. Then there is a vector aeE{ such that f(O)+ 
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J(a). Since 
we conclude (0, l)e Qf. fl 
Lemma 3.3. The relation QJ is an equivalence relation. 
Proof, As mentioned before the reflexivity and symmetry follow from the defini- 
tion. For transitivity let (i, 1) E QJ, (t, j) d Q, and 
Put ci=ai if ai=bi and ci= t otherwise. Then c=(c,,...,c,) satisfies 
Thus f(u) =f(c! and f(c) =f(b), which shows f(a) =f(b). Cl 
Lemma 3.4. Let f, g E Pk2 and 
XJ=(cl* ..*vC(k-.2)(k- I)), Xs=(c;,...,C;k-2)(k-,)). 
Then Qj= Qx if and only if 
(i) ci,=ci, for ail k>i>tzO, i> I, 
(ii) pr(J> constant @ pr(g) constant. 
Note that (ii) is equivalent to each of (c,, . . . , q) and (c;, . . . , c;) equalling (0, 1, LO, 0) 
or (l,O, l,O,O). 
Proof. Assume (i) and (ii). By Lemma 3.2 we have (0,l) E QjQg, since prdf) and 
pr(g) are constant. Consider k> i> t z 0, i> 1 and (i, t) E Q,. By Lemma 3.1, SE 2, 
and ci,=c,i=O and so gEZi,. According to Lemma 3.1 we conclude (i,t)EQs. 
Together QJC QR. By symmetry QRc Qf and so Qr= Q,<. Conversely, assume 
Qf=Q,=Q. From Lemma 3.1 we have cit=ci; fjr all k>i>trO, k-1. Next, 
(0, I) E Q if and only if pr(J) is constant and pr(g) is constant from Lemma 3.2. Cl 
Note that the map f + Qr is not injective, i.e. several classes of functions can 
correspond to the same equivalence relation Q. Next theorem determines these 
classes of functions and gives their number. We show that the map f -+ Qj maps 
Pk2 onto the set of equivalences on Ek. 
Theorem 3.5. Let Q be an equivalence relation on the set Ek. Let n L k and let g 
be an n-ary Boolean function such that g is a constant exactly if (91) E Q. Then 
there exists an f E Pk2 such that pr(f) = g and Q = Qt. 
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Proof. For i- 2, . . . , k - 1 put A, := {O, 1, I}’ \ Ef. Let Cl, . . . , C, be the equivalence 
classes of Q and let i, denote the least element of Cj u = 1, . . . , r). Let 1 SJS r and 
$,l)oQ. Tox=(Xl,...,~,r,,)EAlassignx’~(x’ ,,...,xi)defined byxi=ijifx,=Iand 
x,‘=x, otherwise (i.e. if X,E: Ez), 1 sss;n. We have two cases: 
Case 1. Let (0, l)$ Q. We may assume that i, =0 and i2= 1. By assumption g is 
nonconstant. For simplicity assume that g(0”) = 0 (if not, replace g by g). By an ap- 
propriate exchange of variables we may obtain g(lRO”-a) = 1 for some CI (15 azi n). 
Define an n-ary f~ Pk2 as follows: 
(a) For XE Ef put f(x) :=g(x). 
(b) For 2cpsr put 
f(j,O”-I)= “.. =f'(j~-lOn-p+l)=O, f(j,PO”-P)=...=f(j~)=l, 
f(jp- la-iOn-a) :=0 (where a is defined above) and f(x) := 1 elsewhere on A,,. 
(c) For 1 sps r, (i,,, r) E Q attd XE Al put f(x) :=f(x’), and finally 
(d) put f(x) := 1 otherwise. 
Part (c) assures that Q c QJ. For 2 <p c q 5 r, we have 
f(j~-10n-9+l), 1 fO=f(j~-10n-9+1), 
hence (i,9 iJ B Qs. Let 2 <ps r. We show that (0, ip> t Qj. Indeed f(0”) =g(O”) = 0 
whilef(i,PO”-P) = 1 (here we need rs n which follows from r= ken). Similarly from 
we get (l,j,,)eQp 
Finally (0,l) $ QJ as 
f(O”)=g(O”)=O#l =g(laon-a)=f(laO”-a). 
Together with (c) this shows that QJG Q and Ql=Q. 
Case 2. The case (0,l) E Q is similar but simpler (note that g is constant by assump- 
tion). Actually, n can be nrmax(2, k- 1). 0 
Actually the characteristic vectors for all nonempty classes of functions of Pk2 
can be determined by using Theorem 3.5. This is shown simply by an example. 
Example 3.6. Table 1 presents the 15 equivalence relations on E4 and the com- 
ponents c20,c21,c30,c3~ and ~32 of the corresponding characteristic vector. These 
classes are divided into two groups. The one includes (41) in an equivalence class 
(the first 5 cases) and the other not. Exactly in the first group we have c3c4c5 =100 
and clc2~ (01, 10). Note that within each of these two groups no {C/l} part of the 
vector appears twice. The complete list of classes of P4,2 is shown in Appendix A. 
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The number of equivalence relations on a k-element set (so-called Bell’s number) 
is 
where 
are the well-known Stirling numbers of the second kind [16]. 
Theorem 3.7. The number of classes of functions of Pkz is 13B(k) - 1 I B(k - 1). 
Proof. In the corresponding cases of (Q, I) E Q and (0,l) $ Q our characteristic vector 
induced by Q is uniquely dEtermined up to the (ci,} part. There are B(k- 1) equi- 
valence classes Q of the first type because in this case the number of equivalence 
relations Q on EA satisfying (0,i) E Q is B(k - 1). Accordingly the number of equi- 
valence relation of the second type is B(k) - B(k - 1). cl 
In Table 2 we give the numbers B(k) and the numbers 
and y(k2) of classes of functions of Pk2 for 15 k= 10. 
Table 2 
x(k2) of Pkz-maximal sets 
k I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 
n(k2) - 5 7 IO I4 I9 25 32 40 49 
B(k) I 2 5 I5 52 203 877 4.140 21,147 115,975 
y(k2) - I5 43 146) 511 2,067 9,168 44.173 229,371 1.275,058 
Rank I 2 3 4 5 6 c 
Bases P3,2 I MO 804 212 8 - 1,245 
Pivotals P3,* 42 440 435 38 955 
Bases P+? 1 1,572 42,822 56,228 6,284 64 106,971 
Pivotals PdI 139 6,336 30,660 10,798 314 ” 48,247 
Theorem 3,8, 
TiTiZ/oZi I= S’Zt,Z/ I= 0. 
PrOOf. Let gEZiOZ/j. Then (O,i),(i,O)e Q8 and so (0, l)eQB by Lemma 3.1 and 
3.3. Together with Lemma 3.2 this proves pr(g) constant; however, then g@ 
T;T;U S’. Cl 
Corollary 3.9. The intersection of all Pk2-maximal sets is empty. 
The numbers of classes of bases and pivotal incomplete sets for the sets P3,2 and 
P4,2 are shown in Table 3. They were obtained by one of the algorithms described 
in [30]. 
4. Maximal rank of a base of Pkz 
We are going to determine the maximal rank of a base of Pk2. First we show two 
combinatorial lemmas. Let i, tE& and i+t. The set (i, t) we call a pair-set. 
Lemma 4.1. For every k ’ 2 k (>2) different pair-sets (i, t } such that 0 5 i, t 5 k - 1 and 
ift thereexistsacircularsequence {il,iz),(i2,i3},...,(is_l,is},(is,ir) (Osi,,,,i,lk-1 
and i,, f i(r for p f q, 1 a p, q I s) consisting of s 2 3 different pair-sets. 
Proof. The assertion of Lemma 4.1 can be interpreted as a lemma from graph 
theory by mapping elements 0, , . . , k- 1 onto vertices and k’ pair sets (i, t} as only 
edges of the graph. It is well-known that each graph with n vertices and at least n 
edges has a circuit. El 
Lemma 4.2. If for a given set T of k - 1 different pair-sets {i, t } (0 I i, t I k - 1, i # 1, 
{i, t } + (41)) there exists no circular sequence (with the definition ,from Lemma 
4. l), then there is a sequence which leads from 0 to 1 through at least two pair-sets, 
i.e. there is a sequence (0, i2), {i2,i3}, . .. . (iS_l,iS},{i,,l}, wheresr2, {ip,ip+t}ET 
for 1 cpss and it =0, i,+, = 1. 
Proof. It is well-krtown that a graph with k vertices and k- 1 edges and without 
circuit is II tree, Thus every two vertices are connected, especially 0 and 1. &I 
Let Fz Pkz be pivotal, To SE F assign 
c:= ((i,j): 2, pivot off} 
(recall that 2, is a pivot off if f t$Zti while F \ { f) E; 2~). Put GI: := (Ek, T) where 
T=U {c:fEF). 
Lemma 4.3. The graph GF is acyclic. 
Proof. Let {il,lz}, (i2,i3}, . . . , (i,,i,+,)ETwherei,+, =i,. Here {ir,iz}EfJfor some 
J’EF, i.e., f@Zi,i2 while feZi,&,, for j=2 ,..., I (by the pivot condition). Now by 
Lemma 3.1 we have (ij,ii+,)EQffor j=2,..., 1. in view of Lemma 3.3 the relation 
Qf is transitive and so (i,, i2) E Qf and again by Lemma 3.1 we get f E Zi,h, a con- 
tradiction. 17 
Lcmms 4.4, The maximal rank of a base of Pkz is at most k + 2. 
Proof. Let F be a base of Pkz and G the subset of Fsuch that pr(G) is a base in P2. 
Let Y=(T;,T,‘,S’,L’,M’]. Assume IF\GI>k-I and Hc;F\G, jHI=k-1. The 
functions from H cannot have a pivot (in P& from Y. (If f tz H has a pivot PE Y, 
then G c P in contradiction to pr(G) being a basis of P2.) Consider the graph GH. 
By Lemma 4.3 it is acyclic and so has at most k- 1 edges. However, IF”1 I 1 for 
each h E H and so GH has exactly k - 1 edges. It follows that GH is a tree. In par- 
ticular, there is a unique path (il,i2)l(i~,i~},...,{is-~,is} in G,., with i, =0 and 
is = 1. The set C contains a function f such that f @ M’. Clearly f is nonconstant on 
E2 and hence we have (0, l)&Qr. Therefore, there exists 1 (j5s- 1 such that 
(ij, ij+ , ) $ Qr (otherwise we have (41) E QJ because Qf is a transitive relation). We 
have f @Z&i,+, from Lemma 3.1. However, Zi,h,, is a pivot of some h E H and so 
fezi,i,+,* a contradiction. Thus we conclude that H contains at most k-2 func- 
tions. But, G contains at most four functions [9, 10,12,173. Therefore, Fcontains 
at most k+2 functions. q 
Theorem 4.5. The maximal rank of a base of Pkz is k+2. 
Proof. Let Qi (1 tick- 1) be the equivalence relations with the two equiva- 
lence classes: { 1, . . . , i} and {i + 1, . . . , k-1,0). A base of rank k+2 is the set 
If,, . . . . fk +2}, defined by 
QJ=Qi (1 sisk- l), 
Q:=Q,, Qh+,=Qh+? :=Ekz; 
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f, E T;T,‘S’L’iiP, 
f/E TdTiS’L’M’ (2siSk- I), 
fk E TdT;s’E’M’, 
Pr(fk+l)“O* Pwi+2b 1. 
We note that prU;) (2s is k - 1) depends only of one variable and prU;(O)) = 0, 
pru,( 1)) = 1 from fr E TdTiS’L’M’. Thus, for example, we can take fr as unary func- 
tions. Then the requirement fr E Q1 determines fr completely, since ZiO = 1 and 
Z,,,=O lead,fi(j)=l for 2sj<iand Z,,s=Oand Z,,r=l lead&(j)=0 for i+ls 
jsk- 1. It is easy to see that the functions {fr, . ..&+2} actually cover all Z,, as 
well as Ti, Tiv S, L’, M’. The pivots of j’t , fk, fk ,+ 1and fkc2 are cs, ~3, q and cl 
respectively. The pivots of f, is Z,+ I(modk),i (2s is k- 1). q 
Example 4.6. Let k = 3. Put 
Q,=Wl9PJ% Q2=W,2MW 
The following are the characteristic vectors of a base {ft, . .. , fs> constructed asin 
Theorem 4.5 with rank k + 2 = 5. 
Cl c2 c3 c4 9 c2,o c2.1 
f, 0 0 0 0 1 0 I 
f200000 IO 
f3 0 0 1 1 0 0 I 
f4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
fs101000 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
The compositions of functions in Pk2 are closely related to the composition in 
P2. Indeed, in a composition of Pk2 functions, only the elements in the first layer 
work as Pk2 functions; those in the remaining layers work merely as P2 functions. 
The proof given in Lemma 4.4 indicates that a base needs at most k- 2 elements 
from Pk2 and at most 4 elements from P2 for the first layer and for the remaining 
layers, respectively. 
The completeness theory of logical functions leads to the classification problems 
of closed sets by their maximal sets. These has been done for P2, P3 and for some 
other sets [21,29], but very little is done in general [31,32]. In this paper we deter- 
mined classes of functions of Pk2 and their exact number. Although the numbers 
of maximal sets and classes of functions of Pk2 grow rapidly as O(k2) and O(k!) 
respectively, maximal rank of bases of Pk2 has been proved to be k + 2. The deter- 
mination of the maximal rank of Pk remains an open problem. 
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Appendix A 
Classes of functions of Pz = Pz,~ (with respect to the coordinates Td, T;, S’, L’, n/l’) 
[9,10,12]: 
11111 llOl1 11001 10111 10101 10100 01111 01101 
01100 OOIII 00110 OOOII 00010 00001 00000 
Classes of functions of P 3,2 (with respect to the coordinates T{, T;,S’, L’,M’, 
~2,oJ2,1): 
1111111 l1OlIOl 1011110 1010011 0110111 0011111 0011001 0001010 0000011 
1111110 ll00111 1011101 1010000 0110110 0011110 0001111 0001001 0000010 
1111101 llOOll0 1010111 0111111 0110101 0011101 0001110 0000111 0000001 
1101111 1100101 1010110 0111110 0110011 0011011 0001101 0000110 
1101110 1011111 1010101 0111101 0110000 0011010 0001011 0000101 
IlIllllllt 1l00llII1I 1010111111 0111110100 0011111111 ooolllllll oooolllll1 
l1lllllll0 IIwIIIIo lOlOIllll0 0111110011 0011111110 ooo1111110 oooo111110 
llll1lll0l lluollll0l l010llll0l ollllollll 0011111101 ooo1111101 oooo111101 
1111111011 I1001110ll 1010111011 0lll101101 0011111011 ooo1111011 oooo111011 
1111110111 l100l10ll1 lolollolll 0111101010 0011110111 ooo1110111 oooo110111 
1111110100 1100110100 1010110l00 ol1ollllll 001l110l00 ooo1110100 oooo110100 
1111110011 1100110011 lOlOllooll 01l01llll0 0011110011 ooolllool1 oooollooll 
1Il110111I 1100101111 l010101ll1 0110111101 001110l11l ooo1101111 oooo101111 
I I I I I01 101 1100101101 1010101 IO1 01 IO1 I IO1 I 001 I IO1 IO1 ooo1101 IO1 oooo101 IO1 
I I I I l01010 1100101010 l0l01010l0 01 IO1 I01 I I 001 I l010l0 oool lOlOl0 oooo101010 
1101111111 101l111111 1010011111 0110110100 0011011111 ooo1011111 aoooollll1 
llOIIllllO 1011111110 1010011110 110110011 0011011110 ooo1011110 ooooO11110 
11011l1101 l0I1l1110l l010011001 0110101111 oollnlllol ooo1011101 omKi11101 
lmolIl 0110101101 0011011011 ooo1011011 ooooO11011 
oDoooo0 0110101010 00110101 I I ooo10101 I I ooooO101 I  
Ii111ll 0110011111 0011010100 ooo1010100 ooooO10100 
1111110 0110011110 001101001l ooo10100lI oooomoll 
11ill0I 0110011001 0011001111 oooloollll oooooOllll 
11ll01I OlMooo1ll 0011001101 ooo10@1101 oooooO1101 
l1l0111 011- 0011001010 ooo1001010 f_loMmo1010 
